
CC United Recreational Curriculum

1st and 2nd Grades

• The club will assign you as Coach 1,2 or 3 for the season.

• Practices will be run as stations and you will be responsible for organizing 

your assigned drill for all teams rotating through your station.

• Each week, locate your drill in the following document and familiarize

yourself with it before your practice.

Thank you for sharing your time and talent with CC United and your players!



Practice 

Presentation 

The Fields will look like this 

1                 2 

1st – 2nd

3



What to coach 

Week Topic Coach 1 Coach 2 Coach 3 Point of focus 

1 Dribbling Steal the cookies Monster 

island 

Knockout Keep the ball close-

small touches 

2 Passing Clean your room Coconut 

game 

Towers down Inside foot- follow 

through 

3 Shielding Ketchup- team 

ketchup

Alphabet 

game 

Hide the 

cone

Hide ball

4 Dribble for speed Cat and Mouse Cops and 

Robbers

Red light-

green light

Laces- big touches of 

the ball 

5 Dribbling Freeze tag Pacman Chase Movement- changing 

directions 

6 Turning Bullfight Traveling 

game 

Everybody's 

it 

Turn away from 

pressure –hide ball

7 Passing Target cone Fireball Golf Inside of the foot

Toe off the ground and 

knee pointing at target  

8 Mixed up Call out Team Chain The Pyramid 

game

Team strategy 

Where the exercises have small written by it the coaches play the same game but in a 5 yard smaller square 

If area is a 20x20 play in a 15x15

This changes the games direction 

As a coach praise how the kids solve the puzzle that each game brings  



Steal The Cookies

Area 20 x20 with 4 houses marked in the corners     

Coach places all cookies (Balls) in the middle of the area. 

Players race out and take as many cookies home as they can 

When all cookies are gone out of the middle players can 

steal from other houses

Progression 

Allow players to use what ever they choose and make a plan 

Progress to the coaches making all players use their feet 

✓ Safety Tip  players have a natural tendency to guard their balls- if 

a player wants a ball and there is a player in the house have them 

say please and thank you to get a ball given to them

✓ Coaching tip – have players with their heads up aware of how to 

get home safely  

Week 1 Coach 1
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Monster Island      

Area 30x40 

Randomly placed 3 yard houses and an island in the middle.

Players have one ball each in their hand, have to go into the 

island, collect fruit and return to a house.

Players now try to get across Soccer island with a monster 

inside. Monsters can’t leave the island. 

If a player’s soccer balls are caught by monsters they change 

places with a monster.

Progressions

1. Add more monsters 

2. Add monsters outside of island players are safe in houses

3. Take away the safe houses

✓Tips – show movement of tiptoeing in with ball in hands and 

being aware of the monster

✓Show change of speed to get in and out 

Week 1 Coach 2



Knockout 

Area 10x10 yards

Players have 1 ball each and try to kick everyone else’s out 

of the area 

When a players ball gets kicked out they go to the hospital 

and perform 10 ball touches or another skill and then come 

back in

Variations 

When the player gets kicked out they go to another area 

and try to stay in that one

Progression 

Have only 2 players that try to kick every soccer ball out

Divide players up into 2 teams and play the game  

✓ Tips- Keep the ball close 

Hospital

Week 1 Coach 3



Clean your room

Area  Game  field divided with a 5 yard halfway line 

Each team restricted to their room(half) and sends all rubbish 

(soccer balls) across to the other side

When the coach yells “ parents are home” the team with the 

cleanest room wins the game.   

• Make middle area and field larger 

• Have only one player per team who can clean the room/ 

• Add defender trying to stop other team from cleaning room

• Clean your room with side goals 

• Red team scores in side goals                                             

Blue team scores through middle                                             

• Make middle area and field larger                    

✓ Tips – position the non kicking foot with the toe just behind 

the ball  

Week 2 Coach 1



The Coconut Game 

Area 15 yard square (adjust to challenge)

Each team has 4 balls 

3 on the coconut stand (flat cones) and one to pass with 

Players dribble around the outside of the square to the 

Opposite side and try to pass to knock down their own 

Coconuts. 

Once they knock down a Coconut they can use it to 

knock down the others

The 1st team to knock theirs all down wins 

Progression

Add a cone in the middle that they have to dribble 

Around before they get to the opposite side.  

Week 2 Coach 2



Towers Down

Area 30x20 with a 5 yard channel in the middle 

and A five yard river on the outside 

Each team has 3 towers  - 6 cones with one 

piled on top                                   

As many balls as possible 

Teams try to knock down opponents towers 

If they get knocked down teams can rebuild 

Team come up with a plan of how they will play 

the game 

Progression 1 

Allow players to dribble in the river to get 

closer to the other teams towers 

Add a river around the back of the teams that 

players can pass from 

✓ Tips- focus on accuracy over power. Sing 

leg through and up and not across the body 
Coaching point: Allow teams to make a plan

Highlight the players still using good technique 

Week 2 Coach 3
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Game – Ketchup 

All players have 1 tomato ( ball) and must move it around the field 

1. The coach tries to make ketchup out of their tomato by dropping 

their ball onto the players ball 

2. Players try to hide the ball from the coach  

3. Add in players that can also make ketchup

4. Finish with a team game – divide 1 team into ketchup makers and 

the others with their ball at their feet. Play 2 minutes to see how 

much ketchup they can make 

✓ Tips-Coach the players the timing of when to turn away 

Week 3 Coach 1
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Alphabet game                                                                      

Area 30x20 1v1                                                                

1 ball between 2 players

Player 1 looks to keep the ball off player 2 

Whilst in possession of the ball  players recite the 

alphabet and attempts to get to Z to score                                                              

Progression- Player in possession must walk                                    

Progression – allow the players to take a ball from any 

other player 

✓ Tips – shield the ball. Facing it and leaning into your 

partner. Be sideways onto the ball 

Week 3 Coach 2
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Hide the cone 

Each player has a cone

The coach walks around tries to stand on their cone 

The players guard their cone

Add in another coach 

Replace the cone with a ball and have 2 players without a 

ball trying to get  

In pairs with one ball between 2 players try to gain 

possession of the ball 

✓ Tips – have the players hide their cone but be able to 

see it also. Show how to shield. Players have to stand 

in front of their cone and face the cone while hiding it 

Week 3 Coach 3



Cat and Mouse

Area 30x20 with 2 yard gates    

All players have 1 gate except 3 players one is a cat two are mice 

All gates can only fit one player 

1. Without a ball the two mice run around and get safe by going in a gate

• On arriving the mouse inside has to leave the area

• Allow the players to get comfortable with the exercise 

2. Have players ready to run when mouse comes into gate in front or behind

3. All players now have a ball and carry the ball in their hands then feet–

4. Now we add pressure (light) with the coach (Cat) who doesn’t have a ball

• If the cat gets a ball he turns to a mouse and tries to get safe 

• Once they are comfortable add another Cat and take away a house 

• Allow them to pass ball from house to house 

✓ Tips – Get ready to change speed from stop to go - encourage kids to get away 

from mouse and praise those who go out back when cat is in the front. 

Week 4 Coach 1



Cops and Robbers

Area 30x20 

1. Players in red are the robbers and try to run or sneak from one 

side of the field as possible

2. Police fire Tasers ( soccer balls) at the robbers 

Variations 

Have the players fire their tasers from both sides of the field 

Progressions 

1. Start with the coach making it easy for the players to get across 

2. Add in cones and pinnies ( loot) that the robbers can pick up 

along the way 

3. Add in a coach sergeant who patrols the field looking for trouble 

✓ Tips when there is space go quickly with fewer touches of the ball 

Week 4 Coach 2



Red Light Green Light 

Area 30x20 – game Field 

The coach starts as leader and says either Red Green or Yellow Light

When the coach says Red Light the players Freeze

When coach says Green Light they cover as much ground as possible

When the coach says Yellow players move slowly 

Play the game 1st without the ball so the players get used to how it works                                                  

( 1st and 2nd Grade) When the coach says Red light again any player 

moving has to start again 

Now play the game with feet 

Finally Allow the players to be the leaders and control their environment 

✓ Tips – show the players how to cover as much ground as possible for 

Green with the ball 

Week 4 Coach 3
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Freeze tag  

Area  30x20 start with coach tagger 1st

Players run around trying to avoid the Tagger. If they are 

tagged they must freeze and stand with their feet apart 

To be unfrozen a team mate must crawl through their legs                                                                     

• Everyone except the Taggers has a ball. 

• The ball is carried in hands and taggers must tag the ball-to 

be unfrozen players must have a ball rolled through their feet

• Players must move the ball using their feet and the taggers 

look to tag the ball using their feet also

✓ Tips- dribbling and helping- head up 

Week 5 Coach 1
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Pacman

Area 20x30   One Pacman with a ball, all others without.

Pacman roll the ball and hit a player below the knees. 

If a player gets hit with the ball they join the Pacman team. 

The winner is the last player to be caught.

Progression:

1. Don’t allow all Pacman to have a ball  to promote passing 

and team work.

2. Everyone has a ball each and Pacman must pass their ball 

and hit another ball to catch people.

On this one use vests for Pacman 

✓ Tips – encourage change of speed from stop- go/ fast-slow 

Week 5 Coach 2



Game – Chase 

Organization 10 yard square 

To start, players run without a ball. Players start on opposite ends. 

When coach says “Go” one player is “it,” the other tries to get back to 

their home come. Switch roles. 

Progress to adding a ball  

Switch groups around. 

Variation: Put three players in a larger square and have them race back 

to their starting cone.

✓ Tips- small touches of the ball on the corners

Week 5 Coach 3



Bullfight

Area 20 yards square with 4 goals and two teams –

Coach serves ball into the middle and players play 1v1  

Players score by dribbling through the front or back of any of 

the 4 goals. The field has no boundaries 

Variations 

Have the players numbered and call out an number

Progression 

If the player does a turn and scores a goal they receive one 

extra goal  

If the player does a turn and their team shouts “Ole” they 

receive an extra point 

Progression 3 

Have 2 players go out at the same time 

✓ Tips – coach the players the best goal to go to based on 

pressure 

C

Week 6 Coach 1



Week 6 Coach 2
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Zoo

School

The Traveling Game 

Area -20x20 with all four sides named as places

Allow the players to say what the places are 

Play the game 1st without balls 

When the coach shouts out a place the players must race 

and get there as quickly as possible

Players now have a ball each and dribble around

• Shout out two or more places

• Add in cones that they must avoid 

• The coach acts as the police and tries to take away 

their soccer balls

✓ Tips – show the players how to turn using the bottom or 

the inside of your feet 



Everybody's It

Area 20x20 yard square                                                                                                     

In a restricted area players attempt to tag as many 

different players as possible in 30 seconds      

Variations 

Have the players tag a specific body part to give them 

the opportunity to turn away

Progressions

• Players must tag as many players as possible 

without letting anyone tag them

• Ball each-with their ball in their hands players must 

try to tag as many soccer balls with their hands 

without letting anyone tag theirs

• Players must tag as many soccer balls as possible 

using their feet 

✓ Tips- can the players move close to a player and as 

they try to tag – turn away 

Week 6 Coach 3



Target passing game 

Area 30 yards square with a halfway line

Halfway line has cones or balls stood up on cones

Players  pass their ball and try to knock down the 

cones/balls in the middle . 

On Knocking one down they bring it to their team

The team with the most cones/balls wins the game

• Take away one of the shooting balls per team 

• Add in one defender who defends the cones 

• Reduce shooting balls to one for each team 

✓ Tips focus on using the inside of the foot and striking 

in the middle of the ball 
D

D

Week 7 Coach 1



Fireball

Area 15 yard square

No player is allowed into the middle  

As many other balls as possible 

1 fireball    (different color)                                                 

4 Teams with each team designated a side

Players pass their ball and try to knock the fireball 

onto another teams land 

When all balls are in the middle reset the game 

Allow one player from each team who is a swimmer 

who is allowed into the middle of the field to retrieve 

balls for their team

✓ Tips- the non kicking foot should be aiming at the 

target

Week 7 Coach 2



Golf 

Area 10 yards   apart ball between 2                                                        

Players try to kick the ball through their partners open legs

• Increase distance/ have one player do jump jacks 

Course 

Add cones all around the field of different colors. See how many 

passes it takes to hit the cone 

Players try to pass their ball to get as close to the cones as 

possible 

✓ Tips – hit the technique of passing- ankle locked follow through 

✓ Try to get the kids to swing their leg and stop the swing when 

the knee comes up level with the waist 

Week 7 Coach 3
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Call out 

In a 30x20 game field the players each have a number 

from 1-3

When the coach passes a ball and calls out a number the 

2 players both try to score 

At first play with 2 balls allowing both players to score 

Build up to 2v2 

C

Week 8 Coach 1



Team Chain 

In a 30x20 game field the players are paired up 

When the coach passes a ball out they have to stay 

connected and get the ball into any one of the 2 goals 

Progress to having this be in 3’s 

Progress to the players having to face different directions 

Organization hint- the purpose of this game is to get the 

kids to work together, laugh together and play together 

and not worry about the competition. To do this at first 

start the practice with 2 balls being played out 

Play the game with multiple balls on the field 

Then reduce as the players get more comfortable 

✓ Tips – allow the teams to form a plan 

C

Week 8 Coach 2



The Pyramid Game 

Area – Two lines 20 yards apart 

2 teams of 3 with four balls per team

Players dribble their ball in a relay race style 

To the opposite line. When they return they 

Tag the next player and they take their ball 

across. 

Once the team has all of their balls on the 

Opposite line they build a pyramid  

Pyramid is 3 balls with one balanced on top 

Progressions 

Have the players build the pyramid without 

using their hands and ask the team to fix this 

problem 
Pyramid is 3 balls with 

A fourth on top

Week 8 Coach 3


